ABSTRACT With the advent of big data and cloud services, user data has become an important issue. Although a variety of detection and prevention technologies are used to protect user data, ransomware that demands money in exchange for one's data has emerged. In order to detect and prevent ransomware, file-and behavior-based detection methods have been investigated. Nevertheless, we are still facing from ransomware threats, as it is difficult to detect and prevent ransomware containing unknown malicious codes. In particular, these methods are limited in that they cannot detect ransomware for backup systems such as cloud services. For instance, if files infected with ransomware are synchronized with the backup systems, the infected files will not be able to be restored through the backed-up files. In this paper, we utilize an entropy technique to measure a characteristic of the encrypted file (i.e., uniformity). Machine learning is applied for classifying infected files based file entropy analysis. The proposed method can recover the original file from the backup system by detecting ransomware infected files that have been synchronized to the backup system, even if the user system is infected by ransomware. Conducted analysis results confirm that the proposed method provides a high detection rate with low false positive and false negative rates compared with the existing detection methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the advent of big data and cloud services, user data has become an important element, and ensuring reliability and integrity of user data is one of the core requirements for these services. As these services prioritize protecting user data, attackers have attempted to attack data and hold it hostage in order to demand money, and this kind of attack is called ransomware [1] . Ransomware is a compound word of ransom and malware, and is an attack technique that penetrates the system and then encrypts the user's files to prevent the user from being able to read them or locks the system entirely. Once the attacker seizes the system, the attacker then demands money for decrypting the encrypted file or unlocking the system [2] , [3] .
Such ransomware attacks are not new attacks, as they first appeared in 1989 in the form of ''PC CYBORG/AIDS information Trojan''. The ransomware that appeared at this time was not used much by attackers before being
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Chi-Yuan Chen. turned off and discarded for almost 15 years. However, with the recent expansion of the Internet usage throughout the population as well as the emergence of e-commerce and big data and cloud services, ransomware was revitalized in 2005 [4] with examles including PC BYBORG, Reveton [5] , CryZip [6] , May Archieve [6] , FAVEAC [7] , FastBsod [7] , CryptoLocker [8] , GPCoder [6] , SimpleLocker [5] , TeslaCrypt [9] , CryptorBit [10] , KeRanger [11] , and CryptoWall [12] .
Despite the fact that many types of ransomware have appeared and caused serious damages, one of the reasons that it is difficult to protect a system from ransomware is that it is difficult to detect and prevent unknown ransomware for the following reasons: first, after ransomware penetrates and infects a system, the user cannot recover the system and files because there is no decryption key. Moreover, it is also difficult for users and anti-virus software to detect ransomware when attackers conceal their penetration behaviors and control of the system. For example, attackers can hide their identity using the Tor network, which is an anonymous network. In addition, even if the user does pay the required VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ amount of money, it can cause secondary damage by failing to decrypt the data or unlock the system. Serious damages have been caused by various types of ransomware attacks, and attackers generated about 27 million dollars in revenue according to ZDNet in 2013 [14] . Therefore, it is urgent to detect ransomware in the early stages and restore the files or systems infected by ransomware. In order to solve these problems, various methods have been investigated to detect ransomware and prevent it from infecting systems, and these can be classified into four categories: file-based detection, system-based behavior detection, resource-based behavior detection, and connection-based behavior detection. The file-based detection method detects malicious signatures in files of a particular format. However, this method is limited in that it cannot detect unknown ransomware [12] . The system-based behavior detection method blocks ransomware by monitoring malicious behavior of the system and detects ransomware by verifying the integrity of files and directories. This method lead to high false positives and false negatives, and the integrity verification and behavior monitoring are timeconsuming [5] . The resource-based detection method detects ransomware based on the usage rate of resources consumed for encrypting files. However, this method requires a lot of time to obtain the usage of resources such as CPU and I/O, and has the disadvantages of high rates of false positives and false negatives [5] . The connection-based behavior detection method is a way to detect and prevent ransomware by monitoring the connection to the outside, because ransomware must receive the encryption key from the server. However, this method does not detect ransomware that does not connect to the network [10] . Therefore, most the currently used methods have high false positives and false negatives, indicating a failure to effectively detect ransomware, and they cannot detect ransomware for backup systems such as cloud services.
Ransomware infections in general systems such as PCs lead to serious problems. For instance, when all of a user's files are encrypted by a ransomware attack, the users will not be able to recover their files, and if an attack locks their system, it will prevent the system from running. Therefore, it is possible to protect the system by detecting and preventing several types of ransomware using the existing detection methods described above. Nevertheless, most existing methods are limited by only considering ransomware detection in general systems. In other words, the methods do not consider files that are synchronized to the backup system such as cloud, and serious problems arise due to the inability to detect files infected with ransomware that are delivered to the backup system. The primary purpose of using a backup system is for a user to back up their files. If a user's files are encrypted by ransomware, the user can restore their original files by synchronizing or copying files from backup systems including cloud services such as Dropbox and Google One Drive, USB storage, and external disks. Nevertheless, if the files infected by ransomware are synchronized to the backup system, the files cannot be restored through the backed up files. For example, if the system data is infected by ransomware and then the encrypted file is transferred to the backup system, the original file will be replaced with the encrypted file. After the file is replaced, the user cannot restore the original file from the backup system. Thus, it is crucial to have ability to recover files that have been backed up by determining whether or not the file being synchronized to the backup system is infected by ransomware. In order to solve this problem, this paper proposes a method to detect files infected with ransomware based on the entropy of the files. The proposed method uses a feature that appears in encrypted files based on the behavior of the ransomware encrypting the files. One of the features of the cipher text is uniformity. In this paper, entropy is used as one of the methods to measure uniformity. Entropy can be measured using a variety of methods, with NIST 800-90b being representative among them.
In order to evaluate the proposed ransomware detection method, we compared the entropy of the original files and the encrypted files for files that are crucial to the system and users, such as system files, document files, image files, source code files, executable files, and compressed files. By measuring the entropy of these files, it is relatively easy to detect ransomware in system files, source code files, and executable files. However, some of the entropy of document files, image files, and especially compressed files, is lower than the entropy of the clean files. This means that it is difficult to effectively detect ransomware in these files, as shown in Fig. 1 . For this reason, in this paper, to solve the problem of detecting infected files by ransomware which is synchronized to the backup system by defining the entropy reference value, a method for accurately and efficiently classifying the infected files by file formats is derived using machine learning. Namely, the goal of this paper is to verify and select an optimal model based on various machine learning models.
The contributions of this paper are as follows.
• The existing ransomware detection methods do not detect ransomware-infected files in the backup system. However, this paper effectively detects files infected with ransomware delivered to the backup system in real time by using the reference value derived through machine learning based on entropy according to different file formats. This method detects files stored in the backup system safely and allows the user to restore their original files from the backup system, even if the user system is infected by ransomware.
• The existing ransomware detection methods have a low detection rate as well as high false positives and false negatives. Moreover, these also require collecting resource and network information, and they have a disadvantage of consuming a large amount of resources due to having to monitor all of the activities in the system. However, the proposed method can detect ransomware-infected files based on the entropy of the file transferred to the backup system and can continuously apply the optimal reference value using machine learning. Therefore, its detection rate is much higher than those of the existing detection methods, and it also has advantages of low false positives and false negatives.
• The proposed method is extremely effective and accurate because it selects the optimal model to detect the infected files by ransomware based on various machine learning models and derives the optimal entropy reference value. Moreover, the backup system has an artificial intelligent element by automatically applying the entropy reference value and the model based on the specific user, and this feature is expected to lead to remarkable developments in ransomware detection.
The structure of this paper is as follows. In section 2, we describe the prior knowledge required for the proposed ransomware detection method, while section 3 describes the system configuration and data classification. In section 4, we describe the experimental results of the detection of files infected with ransomware. Finally, section 5 concludes the paper.
II. PRIOR KNOWLEDGE
This section describes the prior knowledge required for the proposed ransomware detection method and also describes entropy, which is the essential information used to detect ransomware-infected files, and the methods used to measure entropy. As we use machine learning to classify clean files and infected files by ransomware based on the measured entropy, we describe the necessary machine learning models. The goal of this paper is to derive a suitable machine learning model. The considered machine learning models include K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN), linear model, decision tree, decision tree ensemble, kernel trick, and deep learning. In addition, model evaluation results are derived by evaluating these models. The evaluation models include cross validation, cross validation splitter, Leave-One-Out (LOOCV), and shuffle split cross validation.
A. ENTROPY MEASUREMENT METHODS
One method of evaluating the performance of cipher text generated from cryptography involves measuring entropy.
Entropy is a measure of uniformity, which represents the disorder or randomness of the generated cipher text. For instance, if the value of the cipher text is in the range from 0×00 to 0×FF, the probability of each generated value should be the same [16] . If there is a statistical bias, such as toward a certain value or range of values, the vulnerability that can be decrypted based on the probability of a value being generated with a higher or lower value occurs [17] . In order to solve this vulnerability, the encryption technology is designed so that the probability of the occurrence of each value generated by the cipher text is almost the same, which is called uniformity.
Uniformity can be measured based on entropy, and the available measurement methods include Poisson distribution [18] , hamming distance [19] , and spontaneous emission [20] . Among them, NIST published NIST 800-90b and provided methods and tools that can be used to measure [21] . According to the measurement methods used, these can be classified into a statistic-based measurement method and a predictor-based measurement method [22] . In this paper, we use statistic-based measurement methods to speed up the measurement: these are the most common value estimate, the collision test estimate, the Markov test estimate, and the compression test estimate [23] . The methods measure entropy based on frequently occurring probabilities, random repetitive patterns, and dependencies between successive values. The most common value estimate obtains entropy by using the probability that a value will appear frequently in the input data set, shown as Equation (1). The collision test estimate defines arbitrary repetitive patterns as collisions Equation (2) and estimates the probability of output values that appear often based on the times when collisions occur. The Markov test estimate measures the dependence between successive values from a set of input data Equation (3) , and the compression test estimate measures the entropy rate based on the compression capacity of the data set Equation (2) [21] . The entropy measurement results for each file format are shown in Fig. 2 .
For most types of files, the most common value estimate has the highest entropy while the Markov test estimate has the lowest entropy. Examining the entropy results by file formats yields that the source code files have the lowest entropy whereas the document files and compressed files have the highest entropy.
B. MACHINE LEARNING MODELS
This section describes the machine learning models used to detect files infected by ransomware based on the entropy measurement methods described above. The machine learning models used in this paper include KNN, linear model, decision tree, decision tree ensemble, kernel trick, and neural network. 
1) KNN
KNN uses one nearest training data point to identity the closet neighbors and use it for prediction [24] . This model classifies arbitrary k neighbors and designates classes with more neighbors as a label based on the number of neighbors belonging to each class. Therefore, the decision boundary is divided into the area designated by each class, then the data are classified based on the boundary. The important parameters in this model are the number of neighbors and how the distance between data points is estimated, and the performance of the model depends on these parameters.
2) LINEAR MODEL
The linear model performs the prediction using the linear function of the input features. The generalized prediction function is as follows.
where
are characteristics for one data point while w and b are parameters to be learned by the model; namely, w is the slope and b is the intercept that meets the y-axis.ŷ is the predicted value generated by the model. This model includes various regression models such as linear regression, Ridge regression, Lasso regression, logistic regression, and Linear Support Vector Classified (SVC). Linear regression identifies parameters w and b that minimize the mean squared error between the target y in the prediction and training sets [25] . The mean squared error is obtained by adding the difference between the predicted value and the target value, then dividing the result by the number of samples, as shown in Equation (5) .
where n is the number of samples. The slope parameter w is referred to as a weight or a coefficient, while the parameter b is referred to as an offset or an intercept. However, this model is limited by the fact that it cannot control the complexity.
For this reason, the Ridge regression model is used to control complexity. The Ridge regression model involves minimizing the absolute value of the weight w to the extent possible, which minimizes the effects of all characteristics on the output [26] ; this is called regularization. In other words, this means that the model is constrained to not be overly fit, and the regulatory method used in this model is called L2 regulation. This model applies the square of the L2 norm of the coefficient as a penalty, as shown in Equation (6) .
Here, if a is increased, the effect of the penalty is increased by decreasing the weight. Otherwise, if a is decreased, the effect of penalty is decreased with increasing weight. The Ridge regression model and Lasso regression model can be used to apply regulation to the linear regression model. The Ridge regression model uses L2 regulation while the Lasso regression model uses L1 regulation [27] . As shown in Equation (7), the Lasso regression model uses the L1 norm of the coefficient vector, which is the sum of the absolute values of the coefficients, as a penalty.
In this model, like in the Ridge regression model, if a is increased, the effect of the penalty is increased with decreasing weight. Otherwise, if a is decreased, the effect of the penalty is decreased with increasing weight. Generally, the Ridge regression model is preferred over the Lasso regression model. Nevertheless, when there are a lot of features and only a few of them are important, the Lasso regression model might be better. Some examples of linear classifier models are logistic regression models and the linear support vector machine model [28] , [29] . These models are classifiers that classify two classes using lines, planes, and hyperplanes, as shown in Equation (8) .
These models compare the weighted sum of the features with the threshold zero. If the result is less than 0, the class is predicted as −1, and if it is greater than 0, it is predicted as +1; finally, the class is classified based on the prediction result.
3) DECISION TREE
The decision tree model is widely used for classification and regression problems, and continues learning yes or no questions to reach a decision [30] . This model divides the data into a list of yes or no questions, and the data are repeatedly divided until each divided area (leaf of the decision tree) has one target value (one class or one regression analysis result).
A leaf node consisting of only one target is called a pure node.
The disadvantage of this model is that if the model splits the data until all of the leaf nodes become pure nodes, the model becomes very complex and overfitting. There are two ways to control overfit: pre-pruning and post-pruning. Pre-pruning is a strategy that discontinues the tree generation early, while post-pruning is a strategy that deletes or merges with fewer data points following tree generation.
4) DECISION TREE ENSEMBLE
Ensemble is a technique for linking multiple machine learning models to create a more robust model [31] , and this model has been proved to be effective in various data sets of classification and regression problems. Some examples of the decision tree-based ensemble models are the ransom forest model and the gradient boosting decision tree model. The random forest model is a model that calculates the average results after bundling several decision trees in order to address the limitation that the decision tree is overfit to the training data [32] . There are several ways to generate different decision trees, with two common ones involving a random selection of data points and a random selection of features in split tests. The gradient boosting decision tree model generates trees sequentially in a manner that complements the errors of the previous tree, and this model is not random [33] . Instead, it uses powerful pre-pruning, and it is a good model according to its performance because it usually uses five deep trees.
5) KERNEL TRICK
A well-known kernel trick is the kernel support vector machine [34] . This model is an extension of the input data to generate a more complex model that cannot be defined as a simple hyperplane. For this reason, straight lines and hyperplanes are not flexible, and linear models are very limited for low dimensional data sets. In order to solve this problem, a new feature is added by multiplying features or exponentiating features. However, there is a disadvantage in that the computation cost is increased as the features increase. In order to reduce the computational cost, there is a kernel trick that can learn the classifier at a high dimension without generating many new features. This model does not actually extend the data, but instead calculates the distance (specifically, the scalar product) between the data points to the extended features. Based on the results, the SVM classifies each training data point as the decision boundary between the two classes, and the data points located at the boundary are called support vectors. Thus, in order to predict for a new data point, this model measures the distance to each support vector, which is computed by the Gaussian kernel. The equation used to obtain the distance is shown in Equation (9).
where x1 and x2 are data points and ||x1-x2|| is the Euclidean distance. Gamma γ is a parameter that controls the width of the Gaussian kernel. This model determines the range of influence of one training sample with the gamma parameter. Small values indicate large areas, while large values have a limited range. The C parameter limits the Euclidean distance, which is a regulatory parameter similar to the parameter described in the linear model, and this limits the importance of each point.
6) NEURAL NETWORK (DEEP LEARNING)
In this paper, we utilize Multi-Layer Perceptrons (MLP), a neural network model that is relatively easy to use for classification and regression [34] . This model repeats the process of generating a weighted sum, which is a process from the linear regression model shown in Equation (4), to the output many times, as opposed to just once. This model is a model that computes the hidden unit which composes the intermediate stage and calculates the weight sum again. Such a hidden unit constitutes a hidden layer, and the deep running is performed due to the hidden layer. The most important parameter in this model is the number of units in the hidden layer, and the disadvantage is that the computation cost increases with an increasing number of hidden units.
C. MODEL VALIDATION
This section describes a method for evaluating the machine learning models. The model validation methods used in this paper include cross-validation, cross-validation splitter, LOOCV, and shuffle split cross-validation. Cross-validation involves dividing data several times and then learning various models [35] . The most widely used cross-validation method is k-fold cross-validation, which typically uses five or ten folds. For example, if five-fold crossvalidation, this method divides the subset of almost similar size into five subsets, then creates a series of models. The first model uses the first fold as a test set, while the remaining folds (2 through 5) as training sets. This validation method is a verification method that repeats up to the fifth model. Under these conditions, there is a case where a set is merely classified and a wrong validation result is derived. In order to VOLUME 7, 2019 solve this problem, stratified k-fold cross validation is used. This validation method classifies the data so that the class ratio in the fold is equal to the class ratio of the entire data set, which is referred to as the cross-validation method including splitter.
Leave-one-out cross validation is a k-fold cross validation method including only one sample in a fold [36] . This method selects one data point for each iteration and then uses it as a test set.
A highly flexible cross validation strategy is shuffle split cross validation. This method divides a certain size into training sets and test sets, where each split is a certain number of iterations. This method is useful when the number of iterations must be adjusted independently of the size of the training sets or test sets.
III. PROPOSED SYSTEM CONFIGURATION AND DATA CLASSIFICATION
The proposed ransomware detection system is shown in Fig. 3 . For detection, the backup system measures entropy according to the different file formats of users and derives a reference value for detecting files infected by ransomware using machine learning models based on entropy. The reference values derived for each user and for each file format are then transmitted to the user's client software. Each user's client software has a built-in ransomware detection module, and the detection module measures the entropy of the files synchronized to the backup system. Through comparing the entropy of the files and the entropy reference value received from the backup system, the module can detect files infected with ransomware. Moreover, if sufficient system resources are available, machine learning models can be included in the detection module, and the synchronized files are used as a test set to detect files infected by ransomware.
The backup system stores the backup data of each user. In order to detect files infected with ransomware, the entropy reference value of each user's backup data is measured. The entropy reference value has a different reference value for each file format, so the entropy of each file format should be measured. The entropy measurement methods use the most common value estimate, the collision test estimate, the Markov test estimate, and the compression test estimate, which are all relatively fast.
The backup system uses machine learning models to identify files infected by ransomware and to derive the entropy reference value. The machine learning models used in this paper are KNN, linear model, decision tree, decision tree ensemble, kernel trick, and deep learning. Based on these models, the proposed system first extracts the optimal entropy reference value for each file format by performing learning and classification for each user, and it also has an artificial intelligence element as it continuously extracts and updates the reference value. Next, the extracted entropy reference value is passed to the user's client software. The ransomware detection module embedded in the client software then measures the entropy of files synchronized to the backup system. The detection module detects infected files by comparing the measured entropy of the synchronized files with the reference value of the file format received from the backup system. Moreover, it is also a good idea to determine the entropy reference value as the average of a large number of files. Nevertheless, different characteristics of entropy of user files may be derived for each user. Therefore, the backup system learns and measures the entropy of the files stored in the backup system for each user, thereby deriving an optimal reference value specific to the user files, which leads to more accurate detection of the files infected by ransomware.
The data used for machine learning models in the proposed system consists of file format, the entropy measured by the most common value estimate, the entropy measured by the collision test estimate, the entropy measured by the Markov test estimate, the entropy measured by the compression test estimate, and whether or not the file is infected by ransomware (0/1).
The file formats are denoted as follows: system files, 1; document files, 2; image files, 3; source code files, 4; executable files, 5; and compressed files, 6. The entropy is measured on the basis of 8 bits, and the results have a value ranging from 0 to 8. The existence of ransomware infection is denoted as 0 for a clean file and 1 for an encrypted file. Entropy is measured using data collected for a total of 1,200 files consisting of 100 files for each file format and 100 encrypted files for each file format. Examples of the collected data and the results of entropy measurement are shown in Table 1 .
IV. EXPERIMENT RESULT
This section presents the experimental results based on the machine learning models described in Section 2, the model validation, and the results of the performance evaluation.
A. SUPERVISED MACHINE LEARNING RESULTS
Random numbers of training sets and test sets were classified for supervised machine learning, and Table 2 shows the stores of the training sets and the test sets. As a result, KNN, linear SVC, SVM, and MLP have completely learned the data in both the training set and the test set. Decision tree, random forest, and gradient boosting tree have learned the data at a very high level, while linear regression, Ridge regression and logistic regression have learned the data at a high level. On the other hand, Lasso regression has shown very poor learning stores.
Most of the parameters used in Table 2 are set to default values, and the performances of the machine learning models depend on the parameters, so we derive the parameters with the best scores. In order to ensure more accurate measurement, training sets, validation sets, and test sets were included and their scores are shown in Table 3 .
As shown in Table 3 , the results indicated that the scores of Lasso regression, logistic regression, decision tree, random forest, and gradient boosting tree were improved. Specifically, Lasso regression increased the training set score from 0.16 to 0.90, representing an improvement of 562%. The test set score increased from 0.16 to 0.88, an improvement of 550%.
Logistic regression improved the training set score by 109% from 0.91 to 1.0 while the test set score improved by 112% from 0.887 to 1.0. The decision tree improved the training set score by 100.2% from 0.998 to 1.0 while the test set score improved by 100.3% from 0.997 to 1.0. In the random forest, the training set score improved 100.4% from 0.996 to 1.0 while the test set score improved 101% from 0.987 to 1.0. The gradient boosting tree improved the training set score by 100.2% from 0.998 to 1.0 while the test set score improved by 100.3% from 0.997 to 1.0. By applying the optimal parameters, all of the models aside from linear regression, Ridge regression, and Lasso regression were able to adequately learn the data.
B. MODEL VALIDATION RESULT
In order to derive the model validation results, an optimal validation model was derived based on the cross validation methods described in section 2. The results are shown in Table 4 .
The experiment results showed that only the decision tree has a perfect cross validation score. KNN, logistic regression, linear SVC, random forest, gradient boosting tree, SVM, and MLP have high level cross-validation scores, while linear regression, Ridge regression, and Lasso regression have relatively high cross-validation scores. Nevertheless, all crossvalidation scores are 0.9 or higher, and the results suggest that the machine learning models can be used to appropriately detect files infected by ransomware.
In the validation model, cross validation and k-fold cross validation are used for verification in many machine learning models, while LOOCV and shuffle split cross validation are used for validation in several models.
C. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION RESULT
In order to obtain the performance of the machine learning models used in the proposed system, the accuracy, precision, recall, and F1 score of each model were evaluated. As shown in Equation (10), the accuracy is the number of correctly classified numbers (TP and TN, True Positive and True Negative, respectively) divided by the total number of samples. Precision measures how many samples are positive (TP) in the positive classified (TP+FP), as shown in Equation (11) . Recall measures how many of all positive samples (TP+FN) are classified as positive (TP), as shown in Equation (12) . F1-score is a harmonic mean of precision and recall, and these are summarized together, as shown in Equation (13) . All performance metrics range from the lowest value at 0 to the highest value at 1. The results of these performance evaluations are shown in Table 5 .
The results show that linear regression, Ridge regression, and Lasso regression do not have any meaningful performance evaluation results. The accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-score are all 1.0 in KNN, logistic regression, linear SVC, decision tree, random forest, SVM, and MLP except for the gradient boosting tree. This indicates that the performances of the machine learning models used in this paper are almost perfect.
There is a precision-recall curve to visualize all thresholds or to visualize precision and recall individually. Namely, this depicts a curve graph with an ordered list of precision and recall values for all possible thresholds, and the curve on the graph indicates that better classifiers are closer to the upper right. That is, the upper right point is where both the precision and the recall are high at a certain threshold value. In this paper, the precision-recall curves of logistic regression, linear SVC, decision tree, random forest, gradient boosting tree, and SVM are presented in Fig. 4 .
As shown in Fig. 4 , the results of all of the models being evaluated are at the upper right of the curve. Therefore, the performances of the machine learning models used in this paper are almost perfect.
A Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) curve is a widely used tool to analyze the characteristics of the classifier at various thresholds. This curve, similar to the precision-recall curve, considers all of the threshold values of the classifier and represents the false positive rate (FPR) against the true positive rate (TPR). The TPR is the recall rate while the FPR is the rate of misclassification as false positive. The formula of FPR is shown in Equation (14) .
The ROC curve indicates good performance when the curve is close to the upper left. In this paper, the ROC curves of logistic regression, linearSVC, decision tree, random forest, gradient boosting tree, and SVM are shown in Fig. 5 . As shown in Fig. 5 , the results of all of the models being evaluated are at the upper left of the curve. Therefore, the performances of the machine learning models used in this paper are almost perfect.
The Area under the curve (AUC) is the last evaluation indicator. This summarizes the ROC curve as the area value under the ROC curve, and the AUC result always has a value between the worst at 0 and the best at 1. Thus, this means evaluating the ranking of positive samples; namely, the probability that randomly selected positive class point scores will be higher than the randomly selected negative class point scores. If the AUC value is 1, the score of all positive points will be higher than the score of all negative points. The AUC evaluation results of the machine learning models used in this paper are shown in Table 6 .
As shown in Table 6 , all of the machine learning models used have an AUC score of 1.0. This means that the performances of the machine learning models are almost perfect.
Finally, the detection rates between the proposed method and the existing methods are compared in Table 7 . The existing methods include the file-based detection method to detect ransomware based on file information or signature, the resource-based detection method using resources usages such as I/O requests and CPU, the system-based detection method that detects ransomware based on system information such as user activities and messages, the machine learningbased detection method using API call information, the deep learning-based detection method, and other detection methods. As shown in Table 7 , various detection rates were obtained, ranging from a minimum of 91% to a maximum of 99%. Nevertheless, the proposed method has a higher detection rate than the existing methods in all machine learning models such as logistic regression, linear SVC, decision tree, random forest, gradient boosting tree, SVM, and MLP. Therefore, the proposed method more effectively detects files infected by ransomware than the existing ransomware detection methods, and also protects the user's original files by detecting infected files synchronized to the backup system.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a method to detect files infected with ransomware using machine learning models measuring the entropy of files for the backup system. Parts of the image files and compressed files have high entropy, and detecting ransomware-infected files with only the entropy reference value is limited. In order to overcome this limitation, the proposed method detects infected files using machine learning based on entropy according to various file formats. The experiment results showed that the entropy-based method classified the infected files at a very high rate in most machine learning models and also had very low rates of false positive and false negative. Finally, the performance metrics such as accuracy, precision, recall, F1-score, precision-recall curve, ROC curve, and AUC were all evaluated highly. Therefore, the proposed method effectively detects files infected by ransomware. In this way, files infected by ransomware are not synchronized to the backup system, and the original files can be recovered by restoring the files stored in the backup system even if the user system is infected by ransomware. In the future, we will obtain results for various file formats, and study a method with which to artificially detect ransomware by deriving the optimized values and parameters for each user based on the backup files of each user.
